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REDUCED GENOME E, COLI

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to strains of microorganisms and processes

involving these microorganisms. More specifically, the present invention relates to

genetically modified strains of microorganisms and the use thereof for the production of

commercial products, such as recombinant proteins, nucleic acids, such as DNA, and

amino acids. The present invention also relates to methods of preparing strains of

microorganisms for such uses.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Bacteria have been used to produce a wide range of commercial products, For

example, many Streptomyces strains and Bacillus strains have been used to produce

antibiotics; Pseiidomonas denitriβ caπs and many Propionibacterhtm strains have been

used to produce vitamin B 12; some other bacteria have been used to produce vitamin

Riboflavin; Brevibacteriwn flavum and Coiγ nebacterium glutamicum have been used to

produce lysine and glutamic acid, respectively, as food additives; other bacteria have

been used to produce other amino acids used as food additives; Ahaligenes eittrophas

has been used to produce biodegradable microbial plastics; and many Acetobacter and

Ghiconobacter strains have been used to produce vinegar. More recently, it has become

common for bacteria, such as Escherichia coli (E. coli), to be genetically engineered

and used as host cells for the production of biological reagents, such as proteins and

nucleic acids, in laboratory as well as industrial settings. The phaπnaceutical industry

supports several examples of successful products which are human proteins which are

manufactured in E . coli cultures cultivated in a fermenter.

[0003] It is not an uncommon occurrence for normal bacterial proteins to adversely

affect the production or the purification of a desired protein product from an engineered

bacteria. For example, when E . coli bacteria are used as host cells to generate a large

quantity of a desired product encoded by a gene that is introduced into the host cells by

a plasmid, certain normal E . coli gene products can interfere with the introduction and



maintenance of plasmid DNA. More significantly, because of the economies of

bacterial culture in making proteins in bacteria, often the cost of purification of a

recombinant proiein can be more than the cost of production, and some of the natural

proteins produced by the bacterial host are sensitive to purification procedures. Further,

many bacterial strains produce toxins that must be purified away from the target protein

being produced and some strains can produce, by coincidence, native proteins that are

close in size to the target protein, thereby making size separation ineffective for the

purification process.

[0004] The genome of a bacteria used in a fermenter to produce a recombinant protein

includes many unnecessary genes. A bacteria living in a natural environment has many

condition responsive genes to provide mechanisms for surviving difficult environmental

conditions of temperature, stress or lack of food source. Bacteria living in a

fermentation tank do not have these problems and hence do not require these condition

responsive genes. The bacterial host spends metabolic energy each multiplication cycle

replicating these genes. Thus the unnecessary genes and the unneeded proteins,

produced by a bacterial host used for production of recombinant protein, result in a lack

of efficiencies in the system that could be improved upon,

[0005J It is not terribly difficult to make deletions in the genome of a microorganism.

One can perform random deletion studies in organisms by simply deleting genomic

regions to study what traits of the organism are lost by the deleted genes. It is more

difficult, however, to make targeted deletions of specific regions of genomic DNA and

more difficult still if one of the objectives of the method is to leave no inserted DNA or

mutations, here termed a "scar," in the genome of the organism after the deletion. If

regions of inserted DNA or mutations, i.e. scars, are left behind after a genomic deletion

procedure, those regions can be the locations for unwanted recombination events that

could excise from the genome regions that are desirable or engender genome

rearrangements. In building a series of multiple deletions, scars left behind in previous

steps could become artifactual targets for succeeding steps of deletion. This is

especially so when the method is used repeatedly to generate a series of deletions from

the genome. In other words, the organism becomes by the deletion process genetically

unstable if inserted DNA or mutations are left behind.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF SEQUENCE LISTING, TABLES AND COMPUTER
PROGRAM LISTING

[0006] A sequence listing is attached to the present application in a file named SEQ,txt

(5740KB, 19-May-05), and is hereby incorporated by reference herein,

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] In one embodiment of the invention, a reduced genome strain is provided, which

may be lacking the nucleic acid regions shown on Table 2 or a region with a sequence

substantially identical theretoand the following ranges of nucleic acid sequences with

reference to SEQ ID NO: 1: 167484-169727, 169778-170575, 170575-171465 and

171462-173444 or a sequence substantially identical thereto. The genome of the strain

may be further lacking the following range of nucleic acid sequence with reference to

SEQ ID NO: 1: 3088369-3089076 or a sequence substantially identical thereto. The

genome of the strain may also be further lacking the following range of nucleic acid

sequence with reference to SEQ ID NO: 1: 2820730-2821791 or a sequence

substantially identical thereto.

[0008] In another embodiment, the invention provides a strain of E coli lacking one or

more of the nucleic acid regions shown on any of Tables 1 - 20, or sequences

substantially identical thereto.

[0009] In still another embodiment, the invention provides a strain of E . coli lacking

one or more of the nucleic acid regions shown on any of Tables 1 - 20, or sequences

substantially identical thereto.

[0010] The parent of the reduced genome strain may be E . coli. The parent of the

reduced genome strain may also be E coli MG165 5. The genomic sequence of the

parent of the reduced genome strain may be the sequence set forth in SEQ ID NO: 1 or

a sequence substantially identical thereto.

[0011] The strain may comprise a heterologous nucleic acid. The genome of the strain

may comprise the heterologous nucleic acid. The heterologous nucleic acid may be a

vector, such as a plasmid. The plasmid may also comprise a heterologous nucleic acid.

The heterologous nucleic acid may be operatively linked to an expression control

sequence, The strain may be used to produce a polypeptide by expressing a polypeptide



encoded by the heterologous nucleic acid. The heterologous nucleic acid may be

introduced into the strain by transforming the strain with the heterologous nucleic acid.

The heterologous nucleic acid may be amplified in the strain.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0012] Fig. 1 is an illustration of the original release of the E. coli K-12 genome (strain

MG1655-annotation version m.54), which natively comprises 4,639,221 nucleotides or

base pairs. The inner ring of Fig. 1 shows the scale of the base pair positions without

deletions (see also Blattner et al, infra). The next ring progressively outward shows

regions of the K-12 genome that are missing or highly altered in a related strain

O157:H7, and which are thus potentially deletable from the K-12 genome. The next

ring outward shows the positions of the IS elements, both complete and partial, in the

native genome. The next ring moving outward shows the positions of the RHS

elements A to E and flagellar and restriction regions. The outermost ring shows the

location of the deletions actually made to the genome, as described in U.S. Patent

Publication No. 20030138937 and International Patent Publication

No. WO 2003/070880, the contents of which are incorporated herein by reference,

which delete up to about 14 percent of the base pairs in the original K-12 MG1655

genome.

[0013] Fig 2 shows a comparison of the growth rate of MG1655 and MDS42 in MOPS

minimal medium at 37°C.

[0014] Fig 3 shows a comparison of the expression of chloramphenicol acetyl

transferase (CAT) in MDS42 (top) and MG 1655 (bottom).

[0015] Fig 4 shows a comparison of the mutation rates in MDS41 and MG1655 based

on cycA mutations causing D-cycloserine resistance.

[0016] Fig. 5 shows the PCR detection of IS elements in various DNA preparations.

Each panel is loaded in the same order: 1 kb+ marker, IS, IS2, IS3, IS5, ISlO, IS 186, 1

kb+ marker, for (1) Positive Control, (2) Negative Control, (3) pBR322 from

Invitrogen, and (4) pBR322 produced in MDS42.

[0017] Fig. 6 shows the restriction pattern of pCTXVP60 propagated in various strains:

(M) molecular weight marker, 1 kbp ladder; (1) MDS41, no insertion; (2) MDS42, no



insertion; (3) DHlOB, ISlO insertion; (4) DHlOB, ISlO insertion/deletion; (5) C600, ISJ

insertion; (6) C600, ISi insertion; and (7) C600, IS/ insertion. Below the gel, the

relative positions of the IS insertions in the CTXVP60 reading frame are diagrammed.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0018] While the present invention is capable of being embodied in various forms, the

description below of several embodiments is made with the understanding that the

present disclosure is to be considered as an exemplification of the invention, and is not

intended to limit the invention to the specific embodiments illustrated. Headings are

provided for convenience only and are not to be construed to limit the invention in any

way. Embodiments illustrated under any heading may be combined with embodiments

illustrated under any other heading.

[0019] The use of numerical values in the various ranges specified in this application,

unless expressly indicated otherwise, are stated as approximations as though the

minimum and maximum values within the stated ranges were both preceded by the

word "about." In this manner, slight variations above and below the stated ranges can

be used to achieve substantially the same results as values within the ranges. As used

herein, the terms "about" and "approximately" when referring to a numerical value shall

have their plain and ordinary meanings to one skilled in the pertinent at issue. Also, the

disclosure of ranges is intended as a continuous range including every value between

the minimum and maximum values recited as well as any ranges that can be formable

thereby.

[0020] It is also to be understood that any ranges, ratios and ranges of ratios that can be

formed by any of the numbers or data present herein represent further embodiments of

the present invention. This includes ranges that can be formed that do or do not include

a finite upper and/or lower boundary. Accordingly, the skilled person will appreciate

that many such ratios, ranges, and ranges of ratios can be unambiguously derived from

the data and numbers presented herein and all represent embodiments of the present

invention.

[0021] Before the present compounds, products and compositions and methods are

disclosed and described, it is to be understood that the terminology used herein is for the



purpose of describing particular embodiments only and is not intended to be limiting. It

must be noted that, as used in the specification and the appended claims, the singular

forms "a," "an" and "the" include plural referents unless the context clearly dictates

otherwise.

1. Definitions

[0022] "Base pair" used herein may refer to the hydrogen bonded nucleotides of, for

example, adenine (A) with thymine (T), or of cytosine (C) with guanine (G) in a

double-stranded DNA molecule. In RNA, uracil (U) is substituted for thymine. Base

pair may also be used as a unit of measure for DNA length.

[0023] "Clone" used in reference to an insert sequence and a vector may mean ligation

of the insert sequence into the vector or its introduction by recombination either

homologous, site specific or illegitimate as the case may be. When used in reference to

an insert sequence, a vector, and a host cell, the term may mean to make copies of a

given insert sequence. The teπn may also refer to a host cell carrying a cloned insert

sequence, or to the cloned insert sequence itself.

[0024] "Complement," "complementary" or "complementarity" used herein may mean

Watson-Crick or Hoogsteen base pairing between nucleotides or nucleotide analogs of

nucleic acid molecules. For example, the sequence 5'-A-G-T-3' is complementary to

the sequence 3'-T-C-A-5'. Complementarity may be "partial," in which only some of

the nucleotides are matched according to the base pairing rules. Or, there may be

"complete" or "total" complementarity between the nucleic acids. The degree of

complementarity between nucleic acid strands may have effects on the efficiency and

strength of hybridization between nucleic acid strands.

[0025] "Encoding" or "coding" used herein when referring to a nucleic acid may mean

a sequence of nucleotides, which upon transcription into RNA and subsequent

translation into protein, would lead to the synthesis of a given protein, peptide or amino

acid sequence. Such transcription and translation may actually occur in vitro or in vivo,

or may be strictly theoretical based on the standard genetic code.

[0026] "Enzyme" used herein may mean a protein which acts as a catalyst to induce a

chemical change in other compounds, thereby producing one or more products from one

or more substrates. Enzymes are referred to herein using standard nomenclature or by



their EC number, as recommended by the Nomenclature Committee of the International

Union of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology as of March 11, 2004.

[0027] "Expression control sequence" used herein may mean a promoter or array of

transcription factor binding sites that direct transcription of a nucleic acid operatively

linked thereto.

[0028] "Free end" used in reference to a double-stranded nucleic acid may mean a

linear nucleic acid with blunt free ends or sticky free ends, or a combination thereof.

[0029] "Gene" used herein may refer to a nucleic acid (e.g., DNA or RNA) that

comprises a nucleic acid sequence encoding a polypeptide or precursor thereto. The

polypeptide can be encoded by a full length coding sequence or by any portion of the

coding sequence so long as the desired activity or functional properties (e.g., enzymatic

activity, ligand binding, signal transduction, antigenicity etc.) of the full-length or

fragment are retained. The term also encompasses the sequences located adjacent to the

coding region on both the 5' and 3' ends that contribute to the gene being transcribed

into a full-length mRNA. The term "gene" encompasses both cDNA and genomic

foπns of a gene. A genomic form or clone of a gene may contain the coding region

interrupted with non-coding sequences termed (e.g., introns).

[0030] "Introduce" or "introduced" when used in reference to adding a nucleic acid to a

strain, may mean that the nucleic acid may be integrated into the chromosome of the

strain or contained on a vector, such as a plasmid, in the strain.

[0031] "Library" used herein may refer to a plurality of vectors each comprising an

insert sequence or to a plurality of nucleotide fragments.

[0032] "Mutant" or "mutagenesis" used herein may mean any modification to the

nucleic acid of a parent strain. Mutagenesis of nucleic acid may be of any type

including, but not limited to, deletion, insertion, substitution, rearrangement, and

suppressor and point mutations.

[0033] "Nucleic acid" used herein may mean any nucleic acid containing molecule

including, but not limited to, DNA or RNA. The term encompasses sequences that

include any base analogs of DNA and RNA including, but not limited to,

4-acetylcytosine, 8-hydroxy-N6-methyladenosine, aziridinylcytosine,

pseudoisocytosine, 5-(carboxyhydroxylmethyl)uracil, 5-fluorouracil, 5-bromouracil,



5-carboxymethylaminomethyl-2-thiouracil, 5 carboxymethylaminomethyluracil,

dihydrouracil, inosine, N6-isopentenyladenine, 1-methyladenine, 1-methylpseυdouracil,

1-methylguanine, 1-methylinosine, 2,2-dimethylguanine, 2-methyladenine,

2-methylguanine, 3-methylcytosine, 5-methylcytosine, N6-methyladenine,

7-methylguanine, 5-methylaminomethyluracils, 5-methoxyaminomethyl-2-thiouracil, y-

D-maninosylqueosine, S'-methoxycarbonylmethyluracil, 5-methoxyuracil,

2-methylthio-N6-isopentenyladenine, uracil-5-oxyacetic acid methylester,

uracil-5-oxyacetic acid, oxybutoxosine, pseudouracil, queosine, 2-thiocytosine,

5-methyl-2-thiouracil, 2-thiouracil, 4-thiouracil, 5-methyluracil, N-uracil-5-oxyacetic

acid methylester, uracil-5-oxyacetic acid, pseudouracil, queosine, 2-thiocytosine, and

2,6-diaminopurine.

[0034] "Nucleotide" used herein may refer to a monomeric unit of nucleic acid (e.g,

DNA or RNA) consisting of a pentose sugar moiety, a phosphate group, and a

nitrogenous heterocyclic base, The base may be linked to the sugar moiety via the

glycosidic carbon (I' carbon of the pentose). The combination of base and sugar may

be called a nucleoside. When the nucleoside contains a phosphate group bonded to the

3' or 5' position of the pentose, it may be referred to as a nucleotide. A sequence of

operatively linked nucleotides may be referred to as a "base sequence" or "nucleotide

sequence" or "nucleic acid sequence," and may be represented herein by a foπnula

whose left to right orientation is in the conventional direction of 5'-terminus to 3'-

terminus.

[0035] "Operably linked" used herein may refer to an expression control sequence and

downstream polynucleotide, such that productive transcription of the polynucleotide is

initiated at the expression control sequence.

[0036] "Overexpressing" used herein may mean that the total cellular activity of protein

encoded by a gene is increased. The total cellular activity of a protein may be due to

increased cellular amounts of a protein, or increased half-life of the protein. Total

cellular amounts of a protein may be increased by methods including, but not limited to,

amplification of the gene coding said protein or operatively linking a strong promoter to

the gene coding said protein.



[0037] "Protein" used herein may mean a peptide, polypeptide and protein, whether

native or recombinant, as well as fragments, derivatives, homologs, variants and fusions

thereof.

[0038] "Region of comparison" used herein when referring to a genome may be 1x1 07,

1.5xlO 7, 2xlO 7, 2.5xlO 7, 3xlO7, 3.5xlO δ, 4xlO 7 or more nucleotides or base pairs, and

when referring to a nucleic acid sequence may be 50, 100, 250, 500, 103, 5xlO3, 104,

5x1 04, 105, 5x1 05, 10" or more nucleotides or more base pairs.

[0039] "Stringent hybridization conditions" used herein may mean conditions under

which a first nucleic acid sequence will specifically or selectively hybridize to a second

nucleic acid sequence, such as in a complex mixture of nucleic acids, but to no other

sequences. Stringent conditions are sequence-dependent and will be different in

different circumstances. Generally, stringent conditions are selected to be about 5-1O0C

lower than the thermal melting point (Tm) for the specific sequence at a defined ionic

strength pH. The Tm may be the temperature (under defined ionic strength, pH, and

nucleic concentration) at which 50% of the first sequence hybridizes to the second

sequence at equilibrium (as the second sequences are present in excess, at Tm, 50% of

the first sequence are occupied at equilibrium). Stringent conditions may be those in

which the salt concentration is less than about 1.0 M sodium ion, typically about 0.01-

1.0 M sodium ion concentration (or other salts) at pH 7.0 to 8.3 and the temperature is

at least about 3 O0C for short nucleic acid sequences (e.g., about 10-50 nucleotides) and

at least about 6 O0C for long nucleic acid sequences (e.g., greater than about 50

nucleotides). Stringent conditions may also be achieved with the addition of

destabilizing agents such as formamide. For selective or specific hybridization, a

positive signal may be at least 2 to 10 times background hybridization. Exemplary

stringent hybridization conditions include the following: 50% formamide, 5x SSC, and

1% SDS, incubating at 420C, or, 5x SSC, 1% SDS, incubating at 65°C, with wash in

0.2x SSC, and 0.1% SDS at 65°C.

[0040] "Substantially complementary" used herein may mean that a first sequence is at

least 60%, 65%, 70%, 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, 97%, 98% or 99% identical to the

complement of a second sequence over a region of comparison or that the two

sequences hybridize under stringent hybridization conditions.



[0041] "Substantially identical used herein may mean that a first and second sequence

are at least 60%, 65%, 70%, 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, 97%, 98% or 99% identical or

substantially complementary over a region of comparison. A reference sequence and a

test sequence may be aligned, manually or by a computer algorithm (e.g., GAP,

BESTFIT, FASTA and TFAST), and the percentage identity calculated by dividing "the

total number of identical residues" by "the total number of residues in the reference

sequence" and then multiplying by 100.

2. Reduced Genome Strains

[0042] Bacteria in their natural environment are exposed to many conditions that are

not normally experienced in standard industrial or laboratory growth, and thus carry a

large number of condition-dependent, stress-induced genes or otherwise nonessential

genes which may not be needed in industrial or laboratory use of the organisms. It was

realized that much of the genetic information contained within the genome of a bacteria

strain could be deleted without detrimental effect to use of bacteria cultures in processes

of industrial or laboratory importance. It was also recognized that a bacterium with a

reduced genome might be advantageous over native strains in many industrial and

laboratory applications. For example, a bacterium with a reduced genome is at least

somewhat less metabolically demanding and thus can produce a desired product more

efficiently. In addition, a reduced genome can lead to fewer native products and lower

levels of certain native proteins, allowing easier purification of a desired protein from

the remaining bacterial proteins. Furthermore, some bacterial genetic sequences are

associated with instabilities that can interfere with standard industrial or laboratory

practices, and might entail costly and burdensome quality control procedures.

[0043] The reduced genome strain may have a genome that is at least two percent (2%),

five percent (5%), seven percent (7%) to eight percent (8%) to fourteen percent (14% )

to eighteen percent (18%) to twenty percent (20%), to forty percent (40%) to sixty

percent (60%) smaller than the genome of its native parental strain. The percentage by

which a genome has become smaller after a series of deletions is calculated by dividing

"the total number of base pairs deleted after all of the deletions" by "the total number of

base pairs in the genome of the parental strain before all of the deletions '" and then

multiplying by 100.



[0044] The reduced genome strain may also have a genome that has about 5% to about

10%, about 10% to about 20%, about 30% to about 40%, or about 60% of its protein

encoding genes deleted. The percentage by which a genome has had protein encoding

genes deleted is calculated by dividing "the total number of protein encoding genes

deleted after all of the deletions" by "the total number of protein encoding genes in the

genome of the parental strain before all of the deletions '" and then multiplying by 100.

[0045] The genes and other nucleic acid sequences deleted from the genome may not

adversely affect the rate of survival and proliferation of the reduced genome strain

under specific growth conditions. Whether a level of adverse effect is acceptable

depends on a specific application. For example, a 30% reduction in proliferation rate

may be acceptable for one application but not another. In addition, adverse effect of

deleting a nucleic acid sequence from the genome may be reduced by measures such as

changing culture conditions. Such measures may turn an unacceptable adverse effect to

an acceptable one. The proliferation rate may be increased or approximately the same

as the parental strain. The proliferation rate may also be from about 5%, 10%, 15%,

20%, 30%, 40% to about 50% lower than that of the parental strain. The doubling time

of the reduced genome strain may range from about thirty minutes to about three hours.

a. Parent

[0046] The parental strain may be any bacteria strain or other organism, as well as an

intermediate strain from which the reduced genome strain is derived. Representative

examples of parent strains include, but are not limited to, E. coli strains such as K-12 or

B, or a strain with a genome sequence substantially identical thereto. The K- 12 strain

may be MG1655. The nucleotide sequence of the genome of the parental strain may be

partially or completely known. The complete genomic sequence of several strains of E ,

coli and other commonly used laboratory microorganisms is known (see, e.g., Blattner

et al, Science, 277:1453-74, 1997; GenBank Accession No. U00096; Perna et al,

Nature, 409, 529-533, 2001; Hayashi et al, DNA Res., 8, 11-22, 2001; Welch et al.,

Proc Natl. Acad ScL, USA 99:17020-17024, 2002 and GenBank Accession No.

AEO 14075, each of which is incorporated herein by reference.

[0047] The nucleic acid sequence of E . coli MG 1655 (annotated version m56) is set

forth in SEQ ID NO: 1 with a total size of 4,639,675 nucleotides or base pairs. The



original release of the genomic sequence of E. coli MGl 655 was annotated version m54

(4,639,221 nucleotides or base pairs). Each gene that was predicted to occur in the

original release of the E , coli MG1655 genome was assigned a unique numeric

identifier beginning with a lowercase "b". The first predicted gene was thrL with bOOOl

the last gene was with b4403, since the initial release several new genes have been

found which were given unauthenticated b-numbers with a suffix of "a" or 'M" by

various groups for example yaa V. Some of these genes were accepted in the most

recent annotation (version m56) and have had new b-numbers assigned starting from

b4404. Several genes in the m54 version have since been shown to be merged together

or split apart caused by sequencing errors these have all been reissued new b-numbers

from b4460 to b4500 and the old b-number deaccessioned.

b. Genomic Deletions

[0048] The reduced genome strain may be lacking one or more of the nucleic acid

regions set forth on Table 1 or sequences substantially identical thereto. Table 1

provides the following annotated features of the genome for E coli MGl 655 (annotated

version m56)(SEQ ID NO: 1): Column 1 (Type) lists the type of annotated feature

(coding sequence (CDS), prophage, rep_origin, repeat region, rRNA, tRNA, misc_RNA

or misc_feature); Column 2 (S) lists the reference strand (+: forward, - :

complementary); Column 3 (Left) lists the position of the left end of the feature;

Column 4 (Right) lists the position of the right end of the feature; Column 5 (Name)

lists the name of the feature; and Column 6 (B) lists the Blattner number or b-number of

the feature. The reduced genome strain may be MDS41, MDS42, MDS43, MDS44,

MDS45, MDS46, MDS47, MDS48, MDS49, MDS50, MDS51, MDS52, MDS53,

MDS54, MDS55, MDS56, MDS57, MDS58, MDS59, MDS60 or a strain with a

genome substantially identical thereto. The reduced genome strain may also be

MDS42recA or a strain with a genome substantially identical thereto,

[0049] One type of nucleic acid sequence that may be deleted includes those that may

adversely affect the stability of the organism or of the gene products of that organism.

Such elements that give rise to instability include transposable elements, insertion

sequences, and other "selfish DNA" elements that may play a role in genome

instability. These elements, either intact or defective, may move from one point to



another in the genome or other nucleic acid sequences in the cell, such as a vector.

These elements may not be important for bacteria survival and growth in a cultured

environment. Positions of the IS elements on a genome map of E , coli MGl 655

(annotated version m54) are shown in Fig. 1 and Table 1 of U.S. Patent Publication

No. 20030138937 and International Patent Publication No. WO 2003/070880, the

contents of which are incorporated herein by reference. Other nucleic acid sequences

associated with genomic instability may also be deleted.

[0050] Another type of nucleic acid sequence that may be deleted is the restriction

modification system genes and other endogenous nucleases whose products may

destroy foreign DNA. These genes may not be important for bacterial survival and

growth in culture environments. These genes may also interfere with genetic

engineering by destroying vectors introduced into a bacterium, Positions of restriction

modification system genes on a genome map of E . coli MG1655 (annotated version

m54) are shown in Fig. 1 and Table 1 of U.S. Patent Publication No. 20030138937 and

International Patent Publication No. WO 2003/070880, the contents of which are

incorporated herein by reference. DNA methylase genes, including heterologous genes,

may be added back to the deleted strain so as to optimize the strain for certain uses, for

example, eukaryotic methylase genes.

[0051] Another type of nucleic acid sequence that may be deleted is the flagella gene

family, which may provide motility for bacteria, In cultured environments, bacteria

motility may not be important for cell survival and growth and the swimming action

may be metabolically very expensive, consuming over 1% of the cellular energy to no

benefit. Positions of flagella genes on a genome map of E . coli MGl 655 (annotated

version m54) are shown in Fig. 1 and Table 1 of U.S. Patent Publication

No. 20030138937 and International Patent Publication No. WO 2003/070880, the

contents of which are incorporated herein by reference,

[0052] Another type of nucleic acid sequence that may be deleted is Rhs elements. Rhs

elements may share a 3.7 Kb Rhs core, which may be a large homologous repeated

region (there may be 5 copies in E . coli K-1 2) that may provide a means for genome

rearrangement via homologous recombination. Rhs elements may be accessory

elements which largely evolved in some other background and spread to E coli by



horizontal exchange after divergence of E . coli as a species. Positions of Rhs elements

on a genome map of E , coli MG 165 5 (annotated version m54) are shown in Fig. 1 and

Table 1 of U.S. Patent Publication No. 20030138937 and International Patent

Publication No. WO 2003/070880, the contents of which are incorporated herein by

reference.

[0053] Another type of nucleic acid sequence that may be deleted is the non-transcribed

regions, which may be less important for cell survival and proliferation. Another type

of nucleic acid sequence that can be deleted is the hsd regions, which may encode the

major restriction modification gene family. Positions of non-transcribed regions and

hsd regions on a genome map of is. coli MGl 655 (annotated version m54) are shown in

Fig. 1 and Table 1 of U.S. Patent Publication No. 20030138937 and International Patent

Publication No. WO 2003/070880, the contents of which are incorporated herein by

reference.

[0054] Other types of nucleic acid sequence that may be deleted include prophages,

pseudogenes, toxin genes, pathogenicity genes, periplasmic protein genes, membrane

protein genes, and bacteriophage receptors, such as [tonA] (FhuA) and/or its complete

operon [fJiu] ABC which encodes the receptor for the lytic phage Tl.

[0055] Other types of nucleic acid sequences that may be deleted may be identified by

comparing the genome of one bacterial strain to one or more others strains. Nucleic

acid sequences that are not present in two or three of the strains are less likely to be

functionally essential and thus may be candidates for deletion. After the sequence of is.

coli K-12 (see Blattner, et al, supra), was compared to the sequence of its close relative

0157:H7 (See Perna et al., supra), it was discovered that 22% (K-12) and 46%

(O157:H7) of the protein encoding genes may be located on strain-specific islands of

from one to about 85 kb inserted randomly into a relatively constant backbone. U.S.

Patent Publication No. 20030138937 and International Patent Publication

No. WO 2003/070880, the contents of which are incorporated herein by reference,

describe the comparison of the genomic sequences of E . coli strains O157:H7 EDL933

and K-12 MG1655, which led to the identification and deletion of twelve targets

resulting in a bacteria strain with a genome that is about 8% smaller. The bacteria with



the reduced genome grew at substantially the same rate as the native parent MG165 5

strain.

[0056] The DNA sequence of a uropathogenic E , coli strain CFT073 H7 (see Welch et

ah, supra), was recently determined and its sequence was compared to the K-12

(MG 1655) and O157:H7. Results show that only about 40% of all coding genes found

in any one of the genomes are present in all of the genomes and CFT073, K-12 and

0157.Η 7 are composed of 67%, 43% and 68% strain specific island genes. Based on

this information, as much as about 60% of the protein coding sequences may be deleted

from E . coli. It should be noted that there may be genes essential for growth in one

strain that are not required for growth in other strains. In such cases, the gene essential

for growth of that strain may not be deleted from the strain or if deleted may be

replaced with another gene with a complementary function so as to peπnit growth of the

strain,

[0057] Other types of nucleic acid sequences that may be deleted are genes coding

periplasmic proteins. Gram-negative bacteria, such as E . coli, have two cellular

membranes, the inner cell membrane and the outer cell membrane, which are separated

by a periplasmic space (PS). Nine known and three putative periplasmic protein genes

were successfully deleted in constructing MDS40, without significantly affecting the

ability of the organism to grow on minimal medium, as shown in International Patent

Publication No. WO 2003/070880, the contents of which are incorporated herein by

reference. These mutations affect a range of functions, including amino acid uptake,

inorganic metabolism, cell membrane maintenance, sugar metabolism, and adhesion.

Eliminating periplasmic proteins may reduce the contaminants in recombinant proteins

expressed in the periplasm.

[0058] Approximately 85 genes have been deleted that code for known or putative

membrane proteins, identified by their signal-peptide sequences. Of these 33 may be

involved in flagellar structure or biosynthesis; 9 may be involved in fimbrial structure

or biosynthesis; and 13 may be involved in general secretory pathways. The remainder

may have a variety of known or putative functions in the cell membranes. Many of

these proteins may be processed in the periplasmic space. They have also been deleted

in constructing MDS40 without significantly affecting the ability of the organism to



grow on minimal medium, as shown in International Patent Publication

No, WO 2003/070880, the contents of which are incorporated herein by reference.

[0059] By searching for signal peptide-like sequences in annotated MGl 655 databases,

and cross-relating these with the literature, 181 proteins have been identified which may

be resident periplasmic proteins. A number of these proteins have been classified

according to function into several groups excluding: adhesion and mobility; nutrient and

salt uptake, trace element uptake; environmental sensing; defense and protection; and

periplasmic protein secretion and processing. Among the genes or full operons which

may be deleted are those coding for sugar and amino acid transport proteins, which may

not be needed in defined minimal media say for biopharmaceutical production.

[0060] One may test the consequence of deleting one or several genes or other nucleic

acid sequences from the genome. For example, after one or several genes or other

nucleic acid sequences of the genome have been deleted, one can measure the survival

and proliferation rate of the resultant bacteria. Although most of the above-identified

genes or other nucleic acid sequences may be deleted without detrimental effect for

purpose of producing a desired product, it is possible that the deletion of a specific gene

or other nucleic acid sequence may have an unacceptable consequence such as cell

death or unacceptable level of reduction in proliferation rate. This possibility exists

because of redundancies in gene functions and interactions between biological

pathways. Some deletions that are viable in a strain without additional deletions will be

deleterious only in combination with other deletions. The possibility exists also

because of certain methods used to identify deletion candidates. For example, one

method used to identify deletion candidates is to compare two E . coli strains and select

genes or other DNA sequences that are not present in both strains. While the majority

of these genes and other DNA sequences are not likely to be functionally essential,

some of them may be important for a unique strain. Another method used to identify

deletion candidates is to identify non-transcribed regions and the possibility exists that

certain non-transcribed regions may be important for genome stability.

[0061] The consequence of deleting one or several genes or other DNA sequences to be

tested depends on the purpose of an application. For example, when high production

efficiency is the main concern, which is true for many applications, the effect of



deletions on proliferation rate and medium consumption rate can be the consequence

tested. In this case, the consequence tested can also be more specific as the production

speed quantity and yield per cell of a particular product. When eliminating native

protein contamination is the main concern, fewer native proteins and lower native

protein levels, or the absence of a specific native protein, can be the consequence tested,

[0062] Testing the consequence of deleting a gene or other DNA sequence may be

important when little is known about the gene or the DNA sequence, This is another

viable method to identify deletion candidates in making a bacterium with a reduced

genome. This method is particularly useful when candidates identified by other

methods have been deleted and additional candidates are being sought.

[0063] When the consequence of deleting a gene or other DNA sequence has an effect

on the viability of the bacteria under a set of conditions, one alternative to not deleting

the specific gene or other DNA sequence is to determine if there are measures that can

mitigate the detrimental effects. For example, if deleting lipopolysaccharide (LPS)

genes results in poor survival due to more porous cellular membranes caused by the

absence from the cellular membranes of the transmembrane domain of the LPS

proteins, culture conditions can be changed to accommodate the more porous cellular

membranes so that the bacteria lacking the LPS genes can survive just as well as the

bacteria carrying the LPS genes.

c. Manner of Making Deletions

[0064] The strains may be made by deleting the nucleic acid sequences using any of the

several methods known to those of skill in the art for deleting genomic nucleic acid.

The nucleic acid sequences may be deleted from the genome without generating any

other mutations at the deletion site and without leaving any inserted nucleic acid behind

(scarless deletion). If several sequential deletions are being made from a bacterial

genome, it may be important not to leave any inserted nucleic acid sequences behind.

Such inserted sequences, if they were left behind, may be candidate sites for undesired

recombination events that would delete uncharacterized and perhaps important portions

of the remaining genome from the bacteria or cause other unanticipated genome

rearrangements with untoward effects.



[0065] Representative methods for making deletions in the genome of a bacteria are

described in U.S. Patent Publication No. 20030138937 and International Patent

Publication No. WO 2003/070880, Posfai, G. et al., J, Bacteriol 179: 4426-4428

(1997), Muyrers, J.P.P. et al. ; Nucl Acids Res, 27:1555-1557 (1999), Datsenko, K.A. et

al., Proc, Natl, Acad Set 97:6640-6649 (2000) and Posfai, G. et al., Niicl Acids Res,

27: 4409-4415 (1999), each of which is incorporated herein by reference. The deletion

methods may be classified to those that are based on linear DNAs and those that are

based on suicide plasmids. The methods disclosed in Muyrers, J.P.P. et al., Nucl Acids

Res 27:1555-1557 (1999) and Datsenko, K.A. et al., Proc Natl Acad, Sci 97:6640-

6649 (2000) are linear DNA-based methods and the methods disclosed in Posfai, G. et

al., J . Bacteriol, 179: 4426-4428 (1997) and Posfai, G. et al., Nucl. Acids Res, 27: 4409-

4415 (1999) are suicide plasmid-based methods.

3. Methods

a. Products

[0066] The reduced genome strain may used for the production of desired products,

such as recombinant proteins, nucleic acids, therapeutic products, metabolic

intermediates and end products. Representative examples of recombinant proteins

include, but are not limited to, insulin, interleukins, cytokines, growth hormones,

growth factors, erythropoietin, colony stimulating factors, interferon, antibodies and

antibody fragments. Representative examples of therapeutic products include, but are

not limited to, a vaccine component, a diagnostic product, or a research reagent.

Representative examples of metabolic intermediates and end products include, but are

not limited to, vanillin, shikimic acid, amino acids, vitamins, organic acids, and the like,

and chemical compounds not naturally produced in the bacteria but produced as a result

of metabolic pathway engineering or other genetic manipulation (see, e.g., U.S. Patent

Nos. 6,472,16 and 6,372,476, both of λvhich are incoiporated herein by reference).

[0067] Recombinant proteins may be expressed into the periplasm or cytoplasm. The

expression of proteins in the periplasm is routinely used for industrial use and has been

reviewed in Hanahan, [J. M oI Biol ], 166:557-80, 1983; Hockney, [Trends

Biotechnol], 12:456-632, 1994; and Hannig et al., [Trends Biotechnol], 16:54-60,

1998, each of which is incorporated herein by reference. Recombinant proteins may be



produced in the periplasm by expressing fusion proteins in which they are attached to a

signal peptide that causes secretion into the periplasmic space, There the signal peptide

may be cleaved off by specific signal peptidases.

[0068] Constructs useful for periplasmic expression may comprise a first nucleic acid

sequence encoding a signal peptide capable of mediating transport of a protein to the

periplasmic space operatively linked to a second nucleic acid sequence encoding the

desired protein. The signal sequence may be native to the protein being expressed. The

protein transported into the periplasmic space may be biologically active. Expression of

the recombinant construct may be under the control of an inducible promoter or a

promoter that is constitutively expressed in the host strain. The use of inducible

promoters may be advantageous when using the Sec system which may be saturable.

For example, [/αc]-based promoter/repressor, inducible by the non-metabolisable

galactose derivative, IPTG.. may be used. Such promoters may allow fine tuning of

expression and secretion through the Sec system thereby optimizing periplasmic

expression.

[0069] The recombinant protein may also be co-expressed with chaperones/disulfide-

bond forming enzymes which may provide proper folding of the recombinant protein.

Nucleic acid sequences useful for periplasmic expression of recombinant protein

include, but are not limited to, those described in U.S. Patent Nos. 5,747,662;

5,578,464; 6,335,178; and 6,022,952; Thomas et al., Mol-Micro[M>/ Micro], (2001) 39

(1) 47-53; Weiner et al., [Cell], (199S) 93, 93-101; and Current Protocols in Molecular

Bio\ogy[C ιιtre}it Protocols in Molecular Biolog}>] (1994) 16.6.1-16.6.14 (Copyright

2000 by John Wiley [et al.] and Sons), each of which is incorporated herein by

reference.

b. Amplification

[0070] The reduced genome strain may also be used to clone or amplify a nucleic acid.

The reduced genome strain may provide a clean, minimal genetic background that may

allow the production of high quality nucleic acids. A reduced genome strain lacking

selfish DNA elements, such as IS elements, may also allow the cloning of otherwise

toxic genes. The reduced genome strain may also be used to produce a library, such as

a genomic library.



c. Vaccine

[0071] The reduced genome strain may also be used as a vaccine by introducing

heterologous genes encoding antigens capable of inducing an immune response in a

host that has been inoculated with the vaccine. Reduced genome vaccines may be DNA

based vaccines containing a DNA known to be capable of inducing a desired

physiological response in a host (i.e., immune response).

[0072] The present invention has multiple aspects, illustrated by the following non-

limiting examples.

Example 1

Production of MDS40

[0073] Reduced genome strain MDS40 was produced as described in International

Patent Publication No. WO 2003/070880, which is incorporated herein by reference.

Briefly, a series of reduced genome strains (MDS0I-MDS40) were produced by making

a series of cumulative deletions of nucleic acid sequences from the parental strain E .

coli MGl 655 (annotated version m56)(SEQ ID NO: 1), including those regions shown

in Table 2 .

Example 2

Production of MDS41

[0074] Reduced genome strain MDS41 was produced using methods as described in

International Patent Publication No. WO 2003/070880 by deleting the following nucleic

acid region from parental strain MDS40, with reference to SEQ ID NO: 1:



Example 3

Production of MDS42

[0075] Reduced genome strain MDS42 was produced using methods as described in

International Patent Publication No. WO 2003/070880 by deleting the following nucleic

acid region from parental strain MDS41, with reference to SEQ ID NO: 1:

Example 4

Production of MDS42recA "

[0076] Reduced genome strain MDS42 was produced using methods as described in

International Patent Publication No. WO 2003/070880 by deleting the following nucleic

acid region from parental strain MDS42, with reference to SEQ ID NO: 1:

Example 5

Production of MDS43

[0077] Reduced genome strain MDS43 was produced using methods as described in

International Patent Publication No. WO 2003/070880 by deleting the nucleic acid

regions shown in Table 3 from parental strain MDS42, with reference to SEQ ID NO: 1.

Example 6

Production of MDS44

[0078] Reduced genome strain MDS44 was produced using methods as described in

International Patent Publication No. WO 2003/070880 by deleting the following nucleic

acid region (also show in Table 4) from parental strain MDS43, with reference to SEQ

ID NO: 1:



Example 7

Production of MDS45

[0079] Reduced genome strain MDS45 was produced using methods as described in

International Patent Publication No. WO 2003/070880 by deleting the following nucleic

acid region (also show in Table 5) from parental strain MDS44, with reference to SEQ

ID NO: 1:



Example 8

Production of MDS46

[0080] Reduced genome strain MDS46 was produced using methods as described in

International Patent Publication No WO 2003/070880 by deleting the following nucleic

acid region (also show in Table 6) from parental strain MDS45, with reference to SEQ

ID NO: 1



Example 9

Production of MDS47

[0081] Reduced genome strain MDS47 was produced using methods as described in

International Patent Publication No WO 2003/070880 by deleting the following nucleic

acid region (also show in Table 7) from parental strain MDS46, with reference to SEQ

ID NO: 1:

Example 10

Production ofMDS48

[0082] Reduced genome strain MDS48 was produced using methods as described in

International Patent Publication No WO 2003/070880 by deleting the following nucleic

acid region (also show in Table 8) from parental strain MDS47, with reference to SEQ

ID NO: 1:



Example 11

Production of MDS49

[0083] Reduced genome strain MDS49 was produced using methods as described in

International Patent Publication No WO 2003/070880 by deleting the following nucleic

acid region (also show in Table 9) from parental strain MDS48, with reference to SEQ

ID NO. 1:



Example 12

Production of MDS50

[0084] Reduced genome strain MDS450 was produced using methods as described in

International Patent Publication No. WO 2003/070880 by deleting the following nucleic

acid region (also show in Table 10) fiom parental strain MDS49, with reference to SEQ

ID NO: 1:



Example 13

Production of MDS51

[0085] Reduced genome strain MDS51 was produced using methods as described in

International Patent Publication No. WO 2003/070880 by deleting the following nucleic

acid region (also show in Table 11) from parental strain MDS50, with reference to SEQ

ID NO: 1:

Example 14

Production of MDS52

[0086] Reduced genome strain MDS52 was produced using methods as described in

International Patent Publication No. WO 2003/070880 by deleting the following nucleic

acid region (also show in Table 12) from parental strain MDS51, with reference to SEQ

ID NO: 1:

Example 15

Production of MDS53

[0087] Reduced genome strain MDS53 was produced using methods as described in

International Patent Publication No. WO 2003/070880 by deleting the following nucleic

acid region (also show in Table 13) from parental strain MDS52, with reference to SEQ

ID NO: 1:



Example 16

Production of MDS54

[0088] Reduced genome strain MDS54 was produced using methods as described in

International Patent Publication No. WO 2003/070880 by deleting the following nucleic

acid region (also show in Table 14) from parental strain MDS53, with reference to SEQ

ID NO: 1:

Example 17

Production of MDS55

[0089] Reduced genome strain MDS55 was produced using methods as described in

International Patent Publication No. WO 2003/070880 by deleting the following nucleic

acid region (also show in Table 15) from parental strain MDS54, with reference to SEQ

ID NO: 1:

Example 18

Production of MDS56

[0090] Reduced genome strain MDS56 was produced using methods as described in

International Patent Publication No WO 2003/070880 by deleting the following nucleic

acid region (also show in Table 16) from parental strain MDS55, with reference to SEQ

ID NO: 1:



Example 19

Production of MDS57

[0091] Reduced genome strain MDS57 was produced using methods as described in

International Patent Publication No. WO 2003/070880 by deleting the following nucleic

acid region (also show in Table 17) from parental strain MDS56, with reference to SEQ

ID NO: 1:

Example 20

Production of MDS58

[0092] Reduced genome strain MDS58 was produced using methods as described in

International Patent Publication No. WO 2003/070880 by deleting the following nucleic

acid region (also show in Table 18) from parental strain MDS57, with reference to SEQ

ID NO 1:

Example 2 1



Production of MDS59

[0093] Reduced genome strain MDS59 was produced using methods as described in

International Patent Publication No. WO 2003/070880 by deleting the following nucleic

acid region (also show in Table 19) from parental strain MDS58, with reference to SEQ

ID NO: 1:

Example 22

Production of MDS60

[0094] Reduced genome strain MDS60 was produced using methods as described in

International Patent Publication No. WO 2003/070880 by deleting the following nucleic

acid region (also show in Table 20) from parental strain MDS59, with reference to SEQ

ID NO: 1:



Example 23

Growth Rates of Reduced Genome Strains

[0095] Strains MDS41, MDS42, MDS43, MDS44, MDS45, MDS46, MDS47, MDS48,

MDS49, MDS50, MDS51, MDS52, MDS53, MDS54, MDS55, MDS56, MDS57,

MDS58, MDS59 and MDS60 were characterized for growth on standard

microbiological media. Each of the MDS strains can be grown to high cell densities in

fed-batch feimentations on minimal medium. In addition, the growth rates were

essentially unchanged for each strain relative to the parental strain MGl 655.



[0096] Fig, 2 shows a representative comparison of lhe growth rate of MG 165 5 and

MDS42 in MOPS minimal medium at 370C , Doubling time was obtained by measuring

OD oo of cultures grown in baffled flasks at 370C . The log linear portion of the growth

curve was used to calculate the average doubling times and standard deviation from six

replicates on the plate. The doubling time of MG1655 was 61,3 minutes compared to a

doubling time of 69.07 minutes for MDS42.

Example 24

Transformation Efficiency of Reduced Genome Strains

[0097] Strain MDS42 was compared to MGl 655 for transformation efficiency. Cells

were grown under standard growth conditions to optical density of 0.5 at 600 nm. Cell

cultures were then centrifuged, cell pellets were washed several times with water and

finally resuspended in water. Approximately 25ng of either pUC19 or BAC DNA was

added to approximately 100 µl of the cell suspension and subjected to electroporation

using standard electroporation protocol, e.g , 1.8 kV and resistance of 150 ohms in a 0.1

cm electroporation cuvette using an Invitrogen Electroporator II™ device. As shown

below, MDS42 has a substantially higher transformation efficiency compared to

MG1655.

Electroporation Efficiency (transfoπnants/ µg DNA)

Example 25

Protein Expression in Reduced Genome Strains

[0098] Fig. 3 shows that expression of recombinant proteins was similar for the MDS

and MG1655 strains based on expression of the model protein chloramphenicol acetyl

transferase (CAT).



Example 26

DNA Production in Reduced Genome Strains

[0099] The results below show that the reduced genome strains are able to produce

recombinant DNA with yields higher than the native parental strain and other

commercial strains.

DNA Yields (ng/ml)

Example 27

DNA Stability in Reduced Genome Strains

[0100] Fig. 4 indicates that the measured frequency of mutation by IS hopping dropped

to zero in the reduced genome strains. Interestingly, the frequency of IS insertion

events increased by 2.5-fold when CAT was over expressed in N4G1655. This indicates

that the over-expression of recombinant proteins may induce IS transposition. The

reduced genome strains may therefore be a more stable host for protein production.

Example 28

DNA Quality in Reduced Genome Strains

[0101] To test the quality of DNA obtained from the reduced genome strains, pBR322

isolated from MDS42 and commercially obtained pBR322 were tested for the presence



of IS elements by PCR. Fig. 5 indicates that recombinant DNA of high quality may be

obtained from the reduced genome strains.

Example 29

Cloning of Difficult to Clone Sequence in Reduced Genome Strains

[0102] MDS42 was used to prepare pCTXVP60. The plasmid DNA was then

propagated in various hosts, isolated, then digested with Ncol and EcoRI. Fig. 6 shows

a representative restriction pattern. The fragments were then purified and sequenced.

MDS41 (lane 1) and MDS42 (lane 2) did not contain an insertion. DHlOB contained an

ISl insertion (lane 3) and also an ISlO insertion/deletion (lane 4). C600 contained an

IS5 insertion (lane 5), an ISl insertion (lanes 6 and 7). This shows that the reduced

genome strains may be used to clone sequences that would be difficult to clone (e.g.,

toxic genes) in other strains.
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Table 1

Type Left Right Name B
CDS 1206136 1206720 ymfQ 61153

:DS 1206724 1207353 /cfK 1 154
CDS 12Q73S5 1207768 /mfS b1155

IDS 1207740 1208342 tfaE b 1156

;DS 1208342 1208878 stfE b1157
;DS 1208908 1209462 pin b 1158

:DS 1209569 1210402mcrA b 1159

)DS 1210903 1211 226 /cgW b1 160

JDS 1211926 121 2330 ycgX b1161

;DS 1212551 121328: /cgE b 1162

;DS 121348: 1214698 /cgF b 1163

DS 121501: 1215248 gZ b1164

CDS 1215291 1215563 ymgA b1165

CDS 121559: 1215858 ymgB b 1166

;DS 1215971 1216219ymgC b1 167

:DS 1216551 121 8074 /cgG b 1 168

:DS 1220024 1220344 ycgHJ b 1169

;DS 1220429 1221445 /cgH_2 b1170

CDS 1221528 1221857 /mgD b1171

CDS 1221867 1222142 b1172

CDS 1222918 1223130 b1173

CDS 122350: 1223768 minE b 1174

CDS 1223772 1224584minD b1175

IDS 1224608 1225303 minC b 1176

CDS 1225823 1226191 yogJ b1177

CDS 1226294 1226695 /cgK b1178

CDS 1226904 1227230 /cgL b 1179

CDS 1227302 1227961 ycgM b1180

;DS 1228053 1228499 ycgN b1181

:DS 1228706 1229617hlyE b 1182

;DS 1229990 1230409umuD b1183

:DS 1230409 1231677 UrtluC b 1184

:DS 1231723 1232253 dsbB b 1185

;DS 1232399 1233940 nhaB b1186

CDS 1234161 1234880fadR b1187

CDS 1234932 1236464 /cgB b1188

:DS 1236794 1238092 dadA b1189

CDS 1238102 1239172dadX b 1190

;DS 1239558 1241294 ycgO b 1 191

:DS 1241389 1242303 IdcA b1192

IDS 1242403 124301 4 mltE b1193

IDS 1243016 1243750 'cgR 6 1194

;DS 1243951 1244205 ■mgE b 1 195

IDS 1244383 1244823 ycgY b1196

:DS 1244902 1246599 treA b1197

CDS 1246919 1248337 dhaM b1198

;DS 1248348 1248980dhaL b1 199

:DS 1248991 1250061 dhaK b1200

IDS 1250289 1252208dhaR b1201

CDS 1252308 1255175 ycgV b1202

IDS 1255944 1257035 hF b1203

IDS 1257152 1257736 pth b1204

CDS 1258014 1258292 /chH b1205

IDS 1258347 1260026 ychM b1206

IDS 1260151 1261098prsA b1207

IDS 1261249 1262100ispE b1208

'.DS 1262100 1262723 hemM b1209

IDS 1262937 1264193hemA b1210
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Table 1

Type Left Right Name B

CDS 2473533 2473895 yfdS b2362

:DS 2473895 2474200 yfdϊ b2363

;DS 2474716 2475651 dsdC b2364

;DS 2475869 2477206 dsdX b2365

:DS 2477224 2478551 dsdA b2366

;DS 2478660 2480 198 em rY b2367

IDS 2480198 2481361 emrK b2368

:DS 2481777 2482391 evgA b2369

;DS 2482396 2485989 evgS b2370

;DS 248604! 24871 90 yfdE b2371

CDS 2487264 2488208 yfdV b2372

:DS 2488278 2489972 yfdU b2373

;DS 2490026 2491 276 yfdW b2374

:DS 2491789 2492424 yfdX b2375

;DS 2492720 2492995 /PdI b2376

:DS 249307I 24933 14 yfdY b2377

:DS 2493667 2494587 ddg b2378

:DS 2495079 249631 7 yfdZ b2379

;DS 2496693 2498390 ypdA b2380

IDS 2498405 24991 39 ypdB b2381

:DS 2499152 2500009 ypdC b2382

:DS 2500012 2502507 ypd D b2383

:DS 250253! 2503569 ypdE b2384

:DS 2503569 2504654 ypdF b2385

;DS 2504669 250591 6 ypdG b2386

:DS 2505938 2506264 ypdH b2387

:DS 2506483 2507448 glk b2388

:DS 2507652 2508908 yfeO b2389

;DS 2509023 2509349 ypeC b2390

:DS 2509490 251 0728 mntH b2392

:DS 2511064 251 2266 nupC b2393

repeat_region 2512296 2513638

:DS 2512353 251 3465 yi81 3 b2394

:DS 2513665 251 5854 yfeA b2395

:RNA 2516063 2516138 alaX b2396

:RNA 2516178 2516253 alaW b2397

IDS 2516489 2516833yfeC b2398

:DS 2516835 251 7227 yfeD b2399

IDS 2517279 251 8694 gItX b2400

RNA 2518953 2519028 /alU b2401

RNA 2519073 2519148 valX b2402

RNA 251919! 251 9270 lY b2403

RNA 2519275 251 9350 lysV b2404

CDS 2519615 2520499 xapR b2405

;DS 2520751 2522007 xapB b2406

;DS 2522067 2522900 xapA b2407

IDS 2523149 252391 3yfeN b2408

IDS 2523952 2524878 yfeR b2409

;DS 2524968 2525966 yfeH b2410

:DS 2526183 2528198 ligA b2411

:DS 2528269 2529255 :ipA b2412

:DS 2529485 2530246 oysZ b2413

:DS 2530431 2531402 cysK b2414

:DS 2531786 2532043ptsH b2415

;DS 2532088 253381 5 ptsl b2416

IDS 2533856 2534365 err b2417

IDS 2534408 2535259 pdxK b2418

;DS 2535364 2535738 yfeK b2419
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Table 3





Table 6





Table 9

Table 11

Strain Type Coordinates Name B Function
member of ATP-dependent

MDS51 CDS 17271 11..1 731 727 lhr b 1653 helicase superfamily Il



Table 15

Strain Type Coordinates Name B Function
putative adhesion and

MDS55 CDS complementd 252308..1 2551 75) yogV b 1202 penetration protein







WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A strain of E , coli lacking the nucleic acid regions shown on Table 2, or

sequences substantially identical thereto, and lacking the following sequences or

sequences substantially identical thereto:

2 . The strain of claim 1 wherein the strain comprises a genome further lacking

the following nucleic acid sequence or a sequence substantially identical thereto:

3. The strain of claim 2 wherein the strain comprises a genome further lacking

the following nucleic acid sequence or a sequence substantially identical thereto:

4 . The strain of claim 2 wherein the strain comprises a genome further lacking

the nucleic acid regions shown on Table 3, or sequences substantially identical thereto.

5. The strain of claim 4 wherein the strain comprises a genome further lacking

one or more nucleic acid sequences as shown in any of Tables 4 through 20, or

sequences substantially identical thereto.

6 . The strain of claim 1 wherein its parent microorganism is E . coli.

7. The strain of claim 6 wherein its parent microorganism is E . coli. MGl 655.



8. The strain of claim 7 wherein the nucleic acid sequence of the genome of the

parent microorganism is set forth in SEQ ID NO: 1 or a sequence substantially identical

thereto.

9. The strain of any one of claims 1-4 wherein the strain comprises a

heterologous nucleic acid.

10. The strain of claim 9 wherein the strain's genome comprises the

heterologous nucleic acid.

11. The strain of any one of claims 1-4 wherein the strain comprises a vector.

12. The strain of claim 11 wherein the vector is a plasmid.

13. The strain of claim 12 wherein the plasmid comprises a heterologous nucleic

acid.

14. The strain of claim 10 or 13 wherein the heterologous nucleic acid is

operatively linked to an expression control sequence.

15. A method of producing a polypeptide comprising:

(a) providing the strain of claim 14, wherein the heterologous nucleic

acid encodes the polypeptide; and

(b) expressing the polypeptide.

16. A method of introducing a heterologous nucleic acid into a microorganism

comprising:

(a) providing the strain of any one of claims 1-5; and

(b) transforming the strain with the heterologous nucleic acid.

17. The method of claim 16 wherein the heterologous nucleic acid is a vector.

18. A method of amplifying a heterologous nucleic acid comprising:

(a) providing the strain with a heterologous nucleic acid introduced

into the strain by the method of claim 16;

(b) amplifying the heterologous nucleic acid.
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